Extensive molecular analysis of patients bearing CFTR-related disorders.
Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR)-related disorders (CFTR-RDs) may present with pancreatic sufficiency, normal sweat test results, and better outcome. The detection rate of mutations is lower in CFTR-RD than in classic CF: mutations may be located in genes encoding proteins that interact with CFTR or support channel activity. We tested the whole CFTR coding regions in 99 CFTR-RD patients, looking for gene mutations in solute carrier (SLC) 26A and in epithelial Na channel (ENaC) in 33 patients who had unidentified mutations. CFTR analysis revealed 28 mutations, some of which are rare. Of these mutations, RT-PCR demonstrated that the novel 1525-1delG impairs exon 10 splicing; by using minigene analysis, we excluded the splicing effect of three other novel intronic variants. Analysis of SLC26A genes revealed several variants, some of which are novel, that did not affect mRNA expression. Other mutations occurred in the ENaC genes encoding the ENaC subunits, but their frequency did not significantly differ between patients and controls. Our data, although obtained on a preliminary cohort of CFTR-RD patients, exclude a role of mutations in SLC26A and in SCNN genes in the pathogenesis of such disease; we confirm that CFTR analysis has a relevant role in CFTR-RD patients; and it appears mandatory to use CFTR scanning techniques and approaches to reveal the effect of novel mutations.